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QUESTION: 1
Your screen has a ble control defined to it. In the PAI, what doe s the SY-LOOPC system
variable conin?

A.Number of ble control lines
B.Loop Counter
C.Number of filled lines

Answer: C

QUESTION: 2
.If you do not SUPPRESS DIALOG in a dynpro before you LEAVE TO LIST PROCESSING, the following Mill happen (More than one answer is corre ct)

A.The screen will be displayed with the report that was built, but the gui-stus will be the one
fromo the previous screen
B.The report will be displayed on the screen only after the user presses the enter key
C.The previous screen (calling screen) will be redisplayed
D.The screen will be displayed, and will be empty

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 3.
Makr the valid asynchronous update bunding technique.

A.UPDATE
B.CALL FUNCTION.. .. IN UPDATE SK
C.PERFORM ASYNCHRONOUS
D.PERFORM.. .. ON COMMIT

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4.
What message type does not implicitly trigger dabase commits for the ble updates specified in
your program?
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A.I type MESSAGE stement
B.A type MESSAGE stement
C.E type MESSAGE stement
D.W type MESSAGE stement
E.S type MESSAGE stement

Answer: B

QUESTION: 5.
How does a customer benefit by using SSCR?

A.To log enhancements made by a development user
B.To log Customizing made by a development user
C.To log modifications made by a development user
Answer: C

QUESTION: 6.
A screen field has been dynamically changed in a dialog program. When does it g et reinitialized?

A.At the end of the transaction
B.Only when the program encounters more code to modify the field attributes
C.At PAI execution
D.At PBO execution

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
.In what case are bstrips good candidates?(More than one answer is correct)

A.When Users need the ability to navigate freely between components
B.When Navigation between components is predetermined in a fixed manner
C.When several components of an application need to be displayed on one screen
Answer: A, C
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QUESTION: 8
In PBO, what field conins the tol number of lines in ble control tc_flight

A.TC_FLIGHT_LINES
B.SY-DYNNR
C.SY-STEPL
D.TC_FLIGHT-TOL_LINES

Answer: A

QUESTION: 9.
Where does information come from when you press F1 on a screen field?

A.Da element documention
B.Domain short text
C.Search help
D.Domain Help values

Answer: A

QUESTION: 10.
What type of memory is typically used as default values for screen fields?

A.SAP memory
B.ABAP/4 memory
C.Shared Memory

Answer: A

QUESTION: 11.
What is needed to ensure a check field is verified against the referred key field of the check
ble?

A.same da type only is required for check field and referenced field
B.all key fields MUST have domain equality between check ble and foreign key ble
C.same domain is required for check field and referenced field
D.same da element is required f or check field and referenced field
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 12.
What is true about the following code?

A.The Module Validate is processed if both FLIGHT and CARRID are other than the initial
value
B.The Module Validate is processed if at least one of the fields FLIGHT or CARRID are
other than the initial value
C.The Module Validate is processed only if both FLIGHT and CARRID are initial values
D.The Module Validate is never processed

Answer: B

QUESTION: 13.
What is true about calling a screen (More than one answer is correct)

A.A screen can be called from within a function module
B.Screens should be called from PBO modules
C.Screens can be called from PAI modules
D.A screen can be called from a report program

Answer: A, C, D

QUESTION: 14.
Which of the following types of enhancements do not need to be assigned to an enhancement
project? (More than one answer is correct)

A.Keyword
B.Field exit
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